
Comment for planning application 22/03873/F
Application Number 22/03873/F

Location Land North And Adjacent To Mill Lane Stratton Audley

Proposal Installation and operation of a renewable energy generating station comprising ground-
mounted photovoltaic solar arrays and battery-based electricity storage containers together
with a switchgear container, inverter/transformer units, Site access, internal access tracks,
security measures, access gates, other ancillary infrastructure and landscaping and
biodiversity enhancements.

Case Officer Rebekah Morgan  
 

Organisation
Name Carol Gee

Address Merrick Hill Farm,Street Through Godington,Godington,Bicester,OX27 9AE

Type of Comment  Objection

Type neighbour

Comments I am objecting to this application because: 
1. It will be completely surrounding my property and will significantly reduce the value of my 
property and those of my neighbours and quality of life with all the infrastructure.. we are 
already having to deal with HS2 and EWR.  
2. I have only found out about this this week at no time has anybody contacted me in any 
way I feel that I been deliberately excluded .. I can only assume this is because I am the 
person that will be most affected by this proposed Solar Farm 
3. I am not against Renewable Energy generation in any way but feel that there are far more 
suitable places for them to be sited, ie warehouse, farm building roofs, rough/non productive 
ground etc 
4. This proposed site is a haven for wildlife particularly hare and deer.. with the proposed 
solar farm they would not be able access this land or could potentially get trapped inside due 
to the style of fencing used. 
5. Due to current and future food shortages we need to maintain good productive agriculture 
ground for the production of food.. this ground has been farmed successfully for many 
years.. we can live without electricity we cannot survive without food!!!! 
6. I feel passionately that we need to preserve this ground for future generations. 
7. I feel that this development is purely for monetary gain and it is unacceptable for people 
to buy into this area, obliterate the natural landscape when it will not effect them directly.. 
they are just trying to shroud their application with claims of biodiversity and preservation 
improvements in an effort to get their plans approved.
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